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No babe, don't you dare, no boy 

O.k. listen 
It's like no didi didi didi no you didn't 
In control baby no you isn't 
Yo H, I think I like that I'ma do that one again you kna 
It's like no didi didi didi no you didn't 
In control baby no you isn't, listen yo yo 
Because we got the energy, the energy turns into
chemistry 
The chemistry turns into texting me 
Ping ping ping ping ping bury me 
Girls leave me they need therapy 
Why? Because I got the recipe, peas 
And I got the remedy, Hennesy open sesame 

You wrap me in a bubble 
Please don't get me into trouble 
I'm really trying not to be bad 
And now I'm kinda feeling choked 
But this stress is not a joke 
Now you've got me in the palm of your hand 
Your wish is my command boy 

Oh is it L O L you wanna grow wishes oh yeah 

Your wish is my command boy 

Oh is it L O L you wanna grow wishes yeah 

I'll see you in a minute 

Uh o.k uh 
Forget English or Spanish 
I speak body language 
Earthlings I'm on another planet 
Damn it, my swagger's a habit 
I can do magic 
Don't need pulling out a rabbit 
One glance, got you in a trance, girls vanish 
Massive, madness, the name's Bash but call me
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Aladdin 

You wrap me in a bubble 
Please don't get me into trouble 
I'm really trying not to be bad 
And now I'm kinda feeling choked
But this stress is not a joke 
Now you've got me in the palm of your hand 

You wrap me in a bubble 
Please don't get me into trouble 
I'm really trying not to be bad 
And now I'm kinda feeling choked 
But this stress is not a joke 
Now you've got me in the palm of your hand 

Your wish is my command boy 

Oh is it L O L you wanna grow wishes oh yeah 

Your wish is my command boy 

Oh is it L O L you wanna grow wishes yeah 

Don't you dare, no boy 

Look, you'll do what I say oh is it 
I can start rubbing and you'll grant wishes 
O.k. well you know where the crib is 
Why not give me a visit 
But you know those seconds will turn into minutes 
And those minutes will turn into visits 
And those visits will turn into well that's nobody's
business 

You wrap me in a bubble 
Please don't get me into trouble 
I'm really trying not to be bad 
And now I'm kinda feeling choked 
But this stress is not a joke 
Now you've got me in the palm of your hand 

You wrap me in a bubble 
Please don't get me into trouble 
I'm really trying not to be bad 
And now I'm kinda feeling choked 
But this stress is not a joke 
Now you've got me in the palm of your hand 

Your wish is my command boy oh yeah 



Your wish is my command boy don't you dare 

I'll see you in a minute
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